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ABSTRACT: We found that the optimized mixture of graphene and multilayer graphene, produced by the high-yield
inexpensive liquid-phase-exfoliation technique, can lead to an extremely strong enhancement of the cross-plane thermal
conductivity K of the composite. The “laser flash” measurements revealed a record-high enhancement of K by 2300% in the
graphene-based polymer at the filler loading fraction f = 10 vol %. It was determined that the relatively high concentration of the
single-layer and bilayer graphene flakes (∼10−15%) present simultaneously with the thicker multilayers of large lateral size (∼1
μm) were essential for the observed unusual K enhancement. The thermal conductivity of the commercial thermal grease was
increased from an initial value of ∼5.8 W/mK to K = 14 W/mK at the small loading f = 2%, which preserved all mechanical
properties of the hybrid. Our modeling results suggest that graphene−multilayer graphene nanocomposite used as the thermal
interface material outperforms those with carbon nanotubes or metal nanoparticles owing to graphene’s aspect ratio and lower
Kapitza resistance at the graphene−matrix interface.
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phase-exfoliation (LPE) technique8−10 can be used for TIMs
with the strongly enhanced cross-plane (through-plane)
thermal conductivity K. Moreover, it is demonstrated that our
approach allows one to significantly improve the heat
conduction properties of the commercial thermal greases with
a very small addition (f ∼ 2%) of the graphene−MGL filler.
Experiments and simulations suggest that more efficient TIMs,
which are used to minimize the thermal resistance between two
surfaces (see Figure 1), can help to significantly lower the
average and hot-spot temperatures in ICs. Achieving enhancement of TIMs’ thermal conductivity by a factor of 10−20
compared to that of the matrix materials would revolutionize
not only electronics but also renewable energy generation
where temperature rise in solar cells degrades the performance
and limits lifetime.
TIM’s function is to fill the voids and grooves created by
imperfect surface finish of mating surfaces. Their performance

apidly increasing power densities in electronics made
efficient heat removal a crucial issue for progress in
information, communication, and energy storage technologies.1,2 Development of the next generations of integrated
circuits (ICs), three-dimensional (3D) integration, and ultrafast
high-power density communication devices makes the thermal
management requirements extremely severe.1−6 Efficient heat
removal became a critical issue for the performance and
reliability of modern electronic, optoelectronic, photonic
devices, and systems. Thermal interface materials (TIMs),
applied between heat sources and heat sinks, are essential
ingredients of thermal management.2−6 Conventional TIMs
filled with thermally conductive particles require high-volume
fractions f of filler (f ∼ 50%) to achieve thermal conductivity K
of the composite in the range of ∼1−5 W/mK at room
temperature (RT).3−6 Earlier attempts of utilizing highly
thermally conductive nanomaterials, for example, carbon
nanotubes (CNTs), as fillers in TIMs, have not led to practical
applications due to weak thermal coupling at CNTs/base
interface and prohibitive cost.
In this Letter, we show that a proper mixture of graphene7
and multilayer graphene (MLG) produced by high-yield liquid© 2012 American Chemical Society
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A decade ago, CNTs attracted attention as potential fillers for
TIMs. Their main attractive feature is extremely high intrinsic
thermal conductivity Ki of CNTs in the range of ∼3000−3500
W/mK at RT.11,12 The outcomes of experiments with CNTbased TIMs were controversial. The measured TCE factors
were moderate and in the range ∼50−250% at f ∼ 7% of the
CNT loading.13−15 In some cases, K was not improved
substantially14 or even decreased with addition of single-wall
CNTs.16 The common reason offered as an explanation was
that although CNTs have excellent Ki they do not couple well
to the matrix material or contact surface. The reported thermal
boundary resistance (TBR) between CNTs and polymer matrix
was as high as ∼10−7 m2K W−1.17 The large TBR at CNT−
matrix interface can be attributed to the fundamental property,
high Kapitza resistance18 between one-dimensional (1D) CNTs
and 3D bulk owing to the large difference in the phonon
density of states (DOS). It was also suggested that the lack of
thermal percolation in CNT composites can negatively affect
their heat conduction properties.19 Interestingly, the electrical
percolation thresholds f T for CNT composites are very low, f ∼
0.1 vol. %, compared to 20−30 vol. % for composites with
spherical fillers.6,19 TIMs with aligned CNTs have better K but
suffer from large RC and prohibitive cost. These outcomes
provide strong motivation for the search of alternative high-K
fillers.
Recently, it was discovered that graphene has extremely high
intrinsic Ki, which exceeds that of CNTs.20−23 The latter was
confirmed by theoretical studies.21−23 MLG retains good
thermal properties.22,23 Graphite, which is 3D bulk limit for
MLG with the number of layers n→∞, is still an excellent heat
conductor with Ki ≈ 2000 W/mK at RT. For comparison, Ki ≈
430 W/mK for silver and it is much lower for silver

Figure 1. Schematic illustrating the action of thermal interface
material, which fills the gaps between two contacting surfaces. The
heat removal improves with higher thermal conductivity, smaller bond
line thickness and contact resistance of the material.

is characterized by RTIM = BLT/K + RC1 + RC2, where BLT is
the bond line thickness and RC1,2 are the TIM’s contact
resistance with the two bounding surfaces. The magnitude of
RTIM depends on the surface roughness, interface pressure P,
temperature T, and viscosity ξ. The common TIMs are
composites, which consist of polymer matrix or base material
and thermally conductive filler particles. TIMs have to be
mechanical stable, reliable, nontoxic, low-cost and easy to
apply.2−6 They should possess as high K as possible, as well as
low ξ and coefficient of thermal expansion. The industrial TIMs
have RTIM ∼ 3−10 × 10−6 Km2/W.3 The drive to reduce L of
the conventional fillers, for example, metal particles, is
explained by the fact that smaller L at high f results in larger
particle-to-particle contact area and lower RTIM.6 The efficiency
of the filler in TIMs is characterized by the thermal conductivity
enhancement (TCE) defined as η = (K − Km)/Km, where K is
thermal conductivity of the composite and Km is thermal
conductivity of the matrix material. TCE of ∼170% at the 50%
loading of conventional fillers such as silver or alumina with the
filler particle size L < 10 μm are considered to be standard.

Figure 2. Synthesis and characterization of the graphene−MLG polymer nanocomposite TIMs. (a) Graphite source material; (b) liquid-phaseexfoliated graphene and MLG in solution; (c) SEM image of MLG revealing overlapping regions and wrinkles, which improve thermal coupling. (d)
SEM image of a large MLG (n < 5) flake extracted from the solution; (e) AFM image of MLG flake with varying n; (f) Raman spectroscopy image of
bilayer graphene flakes extracted from the solution; (g) optical image of graphene−MLG polymer composite samples prepared for thermal
measurements; (h) representative SEM image of the surface of the resulting graphene-based TIMs indicating small roughness and excellent
uniformity of the dispersion.
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Figure 3. Thermal conductivity enhancement in the graphene−MLG-nanocomposite epoxy TIMs. (a) Measured thermal conductivity enhancement
factor as a function of the filler volume loading fraction. Note an extremely large enhancement of ∼2300% at f = 10 vol % for the optimum
nanocomposite. (b) Experimentally determined dependence of thermal conductivity of TIMs on temperature for different loading fractions.

(∼10%), predominantly with n < 5, had large lateral sizes L ≈
2−5 μm. As discussed below, their presence in the composites
was important. The prepared nanocomposite graphene−MLG
solutions were mixed with epoxy followed by curing and
heating in vacuum to produce a large number of samples with
the filler loading f ∼ 0.2−10 vol %. The homogeneity of the
resulting composite and adhesive bonding have been verified
with SEM. It is important to mention here that our graphene−
MLG fillers were substantially different from what is referred to
as graphite nanoplatelets (GnP) characterized by higher
thickness (10−100 nm).
Thermal conductivity measurements were conducted with
the “laser flash” technique (NETZSCH). In the laser flash
method, for a given geometry of the samples heat propagates
from the top to the bottom surface of the material under test. It
means that the measured K is more closely related to the crossplane (through plane) component of the thermal conductivity
tensor. The cross-plane K is the one, which is important for
TIMs’ performance. Measurements details are given in the
Supporting Information. The sample thicknesses were 1−1.5
mm to ensure that their thermal resistances were much larger
than the contact resistance. As a control experiment, we
measured thermal conductivity of pristine epoxy and obtained
K = 0.201 W/mK at RT, which is in agreement with the epoxy
vendor’s specifications.
Figure 3a shows TCE factor as a function of f for the
graphene−MLG-nanocomposite epoxy, sample A (ts ≈ 12 h, rc
= 15 K-rpm) and sample B (ts ≈ 10 h, rc = 5 K-rpm) at RT. For
comparison, we also measured TCE for the epoxy composites
with graphite micro- and nanoparticles obtained by grinding the
same graphite (substantial fraction of particles have L ∼ 40 μm)
and for the epoxy composite with commercial carbon black
(CB) powder. One can see that there is extraordinary increase
in η for our graphene−MLG nanocomposites. At f = 10 vol %
loading, K reaches the value of ∼5.1 W/mK, which corresponds
to TCE of ∼2300%. Traditional fillers with small aspect ratios
show TCE ∼20% per 1 vol % loading. The measured TCE for
composites with amorphous graphite particles were low and
consistent with literature.2−6 There were almost no TCE in
CB-epoxy composites for the examined loading fractions. The
control experiments with graphite particles and CB confirm
that thermal properties of graphene and MLG were essential for
increasing K of TIMs.
It is interesting to note that TCE follows approximately
linear dependence on f without revealing any clear signature of
thermal percolation threshold. One would expect to observe a

nanoparticles used in TIMs. To test graphene as the TIM filler,
we adopted the surfactant stabilized graphene dispersion
method8−10 and graphene composite preparation techniques24,25 with several modifications for maximizing TCE. The
chosen approach requires relatively little chemical and thermal
treatment and allows one to produce sufficient quantities of
TIMs for detail study (Figure 2). The dispersions were
prepared by ultrasonication of graphite flakes in aqueous
solution of sodium cholate followed by sonication and
centrifugation (see Methods for details). In the extensive
trial-and-error procedure, we determined the optimum
sonication time ts and centrifugation rate rc resulting in the
largest η. Major advantages of the employed technique are the
use of readily available graphite, low cost, and scalability of
production.
Figure 2 presents the optical, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) data for the
synthesized material. The thickness H (=h × n, where h = 0.35
nm is the thickness of graphene monolayer) and size L
distribution of MLG in the nanocomposites were important for
maximizing η. We refer to the synthesized materials as
nanocomposites because substantial portion of the filler
particles had at least one dimension (thickness) below a few
nanometers in size and the presence of these nanoscale
components was essential for the materials’ functionality. We
used micro-Raman spectroscopy to verify n.26 The n counting
with the Raman spectroscopy is efficient for n < 7. For thicker
flakes the thickness distribution statistics was also derived from
AFM inspection. Figure 2 shows an example of Raman spectra
of MLG from the solution and the reference graphite source
excited at λ = 488 nm. Deconvolution of 2D band and
comparison of the I(G)/I(2D) intensity ratio allowed us to
determine n with a high accuracy, for example, the plotted
spectra correspond to the large-size bilayer graphene (n = 2)
and MLG with n ≈ 5 with. The weak intensity of the disorder
D peak, composed of the A1g zone-edge phonons, indicates the
large size and low defect concentration. The diameter of the
laser spot in the micro-Raman spectroscopy was ∼1 μm.
The graphene−MLG concentrations utilized for preparation
of the nanocomposite TIMs were ∼0.253 mg/mL (ts ≈ 12 h, rc
= 15 K-rpm). From the statistical analysis we established that
the composites with ∼10−15% of MLG with n ≤ 2, ∼50% of
FLG with n ≤ 5 are the optimum for maximizing η. On the
basis of the optical microscopy and SEM examination, most of
the graphene and MLG flakes (∼90%) had lateral dimensions
in the range L ≈ 50 nm to 0.5 μm. A small fraction of the flakes
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Figure 4. Calculated thermal conductivity of graphene−MLG-polymer TIMs. (a) Comparison of thermal conductivity of MGL (n = 5) and CNTsbased TIMs. Note the dependence of thermal conductivity of CNT composites on the aspect ratio and diameter. (b) Thermal conductivity of
MLG−polymer TIMs as a function of loading calculated for different values of TBR at the MLG/matrix interface. Fitting of the theoretical curves to
the experimental data was used for extraction of the actual values of TBR.

kink in K(f) plot and K = KT[( f − f T)/(1 − f T)]β dependence
(where β ≈ 2 in 3D) if the percolation is resolved (f step is 1
vol % in our measurements). The physics of thermal
percolation is still a subject of intense debates.2,14,19,24 Unlike
electrical percolation, the thermal percolation threshold can be
less pronounced due to heat conduction by the matrix. Our
attempts to increase f of the graphene−MLG-polymer
composites beyond 10 vol % while maintaining acceptable
TIM characteristics, for example, ξ, RC, were not successful.
The changes in ξ lead to inhomogeneous inclusions and surface
roughness for f > 10 vol %. Figure 3b shows K as a function of
T for different f. The K decrease with T at higher loading is
reminiscent of the Umklapp phonon scattering characteristic
for crystalline materials, including graphene.23 This suggests
that heat is carried by the thermally linked graphene or MLG
flakes when f ∼ 10%. Contrary, in pristine epoxy the K(T)
dependence is nearly absent, which is expected for the
noncrystalline amorphous solids.23
To analyze our experimental data, we used the Maxwell−
Garnett effective medium approximation (EMA), which works
well for f < 40%.27,28 We modified it to include the size of the
fillers, aspect ratios α and TBR between the fillers and matrix
(Supporting Information). Both graphene and CNTs can be
regarded as spheroids with principle dimensions a1= a2 and a3.
An ideal graphene flake can be treated as an oblate spheroid
with α = a3/a1→0, while CNT can be treated as a prolate
spheroid with α→∞. This difference in α was theoretically
predicted to make graphene much better filler than CNTs.28
Assuming randomly oriented fillers and incorporating TBR, we
can write for MLG composites

⎡
3K m + 2f (K p − K m)
⎢
K = K p⎢
R K K f
⎢⎣ (3 − f )K p + K mf + B m p
H

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

and ∼3.7 × 10−9 m2K W−1,29 respectively. Figure 4a shows
calculated ratio K/Km versus f for MLG (L = 100 nm) and
CNT composites. It confirms that MLG can produce higher
TCE than CNTs even as one varies α and diameter D of CNTs
in a wide range. One should note that the thermal conductivity
model of the graphene fillers is based on the kinetic theory and
only considers the lateral size effect without accounting for
other effects such as the substrate scattering.
We now use the modified EMA to extract actual TBR in our
nanocomposite graphene−MLG-epoxy TIMs by fitting calculated K to the experimental data and varying RB value (Figure
4b). For MLG, we use α = 0.01 (≈H/L) and assume Λ = 775
nm.26 The best match with experiment is attained at RB = 3.5 ×
10−9 m2K W−1. This value is small and consistent with the
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.29 Our own calculations
indicate that for higher RB, TCE does not increase with f
linearly but starts to saturate. In addition to the geometrical
factors, the reduction of TBR at the filler/matrix interface is
another key condition for achieving high TCE for grapheneMGL nanocomposite. Recent ab initio density function theory
(DFT) and MD study30 suggested a possibility of extraordinary
K enhancement in ordered graphene composites (K/Km ≈ 360
at f ≈ 5%) due to graphene’s planar geometry and strong
coupling of the functionalized graphene to the organic
molecules with the corresponding decrease in Kapitza
resistance. This implies that certain phonon modes excited in
graphene and couple well to those in organic molecules and the
mismatch in the phonon DOS between graphene−matrix is
smaller than between CNT/matrix. Our experimental results
are in line with these DFT and MD predictions.29,30
It follows from our analysis that graphene’s geometry (α→0
in graphene as opposed to α→∞ in CNTs) and lower Kapitza
resistance are the key factors in achieving outstanding TCE.
The role of the percolation threshold is not clear yet. Theory
suggests that f T ∼ 1/α,19 which explains the low electrical
percolation f T for CNTs. This can also indicate that for MLG,
f T should be much larger and heat conduction is assisted,
instead, by better graphene and MLG thermal coupling to the
matrix. The latter conclusion is supported by the extracted
value of RB and theoretical estimates of Kapitza resistance.
These considerations do not exclude attachments of graphene
and MLG flakes to each other with good thermal links without
forming a completely percolated network. In the examined f
range our TIM samples remained electrically insulating with the

(1)

Here RB is TBR at the graphene/matrix interface, while Kp and
Km are thermal conductivity of the filler and matrix materials,
respectively. Graphene has large phonon mean-free path Λ ∼
775 nm at RT,23 which is comparable to L. To account for the
size effects on heat conduction inside MLG, we altered EMA by
introducing Kp = (1/3)CνΛeff, where 1/Λeff = 1/Λ + 1/L, C is
the specific heat, and ν is the phonon velocity. For simplicity,
we assumed Kp/Km ∼ 1000 for both MLG and CNTs and took
TBR values for CNTs and graphene as ∼8.3 × 10−8 m2K W−117
864
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Table 1. Thermal Conductivity Enhancement in TIM Composites
filler

TCE

fraction

base material

method

reference

MWNT
SWNT
p-SWNT
CNT
GNP
GON
SWNT
GNP
Ni
ALN
BN
SWNT
Graphite
Graphene - MLG

150 %
125 %
350 %
65 %
3000 %
30% - 80%
55 %
10 %
566 %
1900 %
650 %
50 %
1800 %
2300 %

1.0 vol. %
1.0 wt. %
9.0 wt. %
3.8 wt. %
25.0 vol. %
5.0 vol. %
7.0 wt. %
1.0 vol. %
<30 %
60 %
30 wt. %
1 wt. %
20 wt. %
10 vol. %

oil
epoxy
epoxy
silicone
epoxy
glycol and paraffin
PMMA
epoxy
epoxy
epoxy
epoxy
polystyrene
epoxy
epoxy

transient hot wire
comparative method
laser flash
ASTM
laser flash
comparative method
guarded plate
transient hot wire
laser flash
ASTM
ASTM
steady state method
laser flash
laser flash

15
38
13
39
40
41
14
37
42
43
44
45
31
This work

measured electrical resistivity of ρ ≈ 1.4 × 109 Ω-cm. Below we
discuss a possibility of the strong K enhancement without a
substantial decrease of ρ value in more details.
From the extensive trial-and-error study, we established that
it is essential to have both graphene and MGL in the
nanocomposite, that is, to have the graphene−MLG mixture,
for achieving maximum TEC. The single-layer or bilayer
graphene have greater flexibility to form the thermal links while
Kp in MGL (n > 3) is subject to less degradation due to
phonon−boundary scattering.23 The TIM performance,
defined by RTIM, depends not only on K but also on BLT.3−5
We estimated that our samples have BLT ≤ 5 μm at relevant P.
BLT evolution with f follows the equations BLT ∼ τy/P with
the yield stress given as τy = A[1/(( f/f m)1/3 − 1)2], where A is a
constant and f m is the maximum filler particle volume fraction.2
Using an approximate BLT and measured TCE of 2300%, we
conservatively estimate that RTIM of the nanocomposite
graphene−MLG TIMs should be at least on the order of
magnitude smaller than that of conventional or CNT based
TIMs. The achieved TCE at f = 10% is higher than that in
graphite composites,31 GnP−CNT epoxy composites,32,33
graphite nanocomposites,34 or chemically functionalized graphite composites35 at the same or even higher carbon loading.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of graphene−MLGbased TIMs in the practical setting of the two proximate
surfaces and TIM between them, we measured the thermal
conductivity across the thermal contact. We prepared
sandwiches of the two mating surfaces made of aluminum
with the TIM in between two surfaces. First, we started with a
commercial thermal grease as the TIM material which has Al
and ZnO2 particles as the filler materials.36 The thermal
conductivity of the stacked metal−grease−metal sandwiches
was measured using the same laser flash technique. The thermal
conductivity of the thermal grease determined in our
experiments was ∼5.8 W/mK, which compares well with the
value provided by the vendor. As the next step, we modified the
grease by adding a small quantity ( f = 2 vol %) of our mixture
of graphene−MLG and prepared several sandwiches of the
metal−TIM−metal. The thermal conductivity of the total
structure was measured again following the same procedure.
The extracted thermal conductivity of our graphene−MLG−
grease TIM was found to be ∼14 W/mK at RT. This
corresponds to K/Km ratio of ∼2.4, i.e. TCE factor of ∼1.4, at
the very small 2% loading fraction.

For comparison, in the case of our graphene-MLG-epoxy
composite the TCE factor is ∼3 at 2 % loading, which
corresponds to K/Km∼4 (see Figure 3a). Although the TCE
factor in the tested commercial grease with graphene is smaller
than that in the graphene-epoxy composite, it is still significant.
It is reasonable to conclude that in the commercial grease the
TCE factor is smaller than in the graphene-MLG-epoxy
nanocomposites owing to the presence of other filler particles
(Al and ZnO2) with the relatively low intrinsic K. A different
graphene − matrix coupling can also affect the K value. In the
graphene-epoxy composites we also start with the much smaller
matrix thermal conductivity Km. A hybrid mixture of grapheneMLG and Al and ZnO2 can be the efficient filler owing to a
complex interactions among different filler particles.6
It is important to note that by using ∼2% loading fraction, we
kept the viscosity and other important mechanical characteristics, such as conformity and spreadability, of the original
thermal grease unaffected. Conformability allows TIM to fill
the microscopic valleys on the surface of the mating surfaces,
thus displacing air, which is thermally insulating. The
spreadability allows one to minimize the TIM thickness; the
larger thickness would result in the higher thermal resistance.
Table 1 summarizes previously reported thermal conductivity
values for TIMs with various filers. The data shows that the
measured TCE in our graphene-MLG-epoxy composites is
indeed extremely high. Implementing this industry testing
protocol with the commercial thermal grease, we have
demonstrated that graphene−MLG nanocomposite prepared
under the optimum conditions are promising as the next
generation TIMs.
Often, the large TCE factors are accompanied by increasing
electrical conductivity σ, i.e. decreasing ρ (see references in
Table 1). In our case, we observed a record-high TEC without a
substantial change in ρ in the examined f range. The increase of
TEC without decreasing ρ was reported in a few other studies.
For example, a substantial enhancement of K in the composites
with CNTs at 1 wt. % loading was reported in ref 45. The
electrical conductivity σ of the composites remained low 10−11
− 10−9 Scm−1 in these samples. The low σ of 10−15 − 10−9
Scm−1 in the SWNT/PS composites with enhanced K was also
reported.46 Moreover, there were studies where the increasing
K was accompanied by the decreasing σ in the composite with
the same filler fraction.32
The increase in K without substantial change in σ, observed
in our experiments, can be explained by the following. The
865
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strong increase in the electrical conductivity in the composite
with the electrically insulating matrix requires formation of the
percolation network. In our case, we have enhancement of K
owing to the present of graphene-MLG fillers, perhaps with
partial ordering, while the complete percolation network is not
formed. The heat can be conducted through the matrix while
the electrical current cannot. The narrow layers of the epoxy
matrix may not present a substantial thermal resistance while
blocking the electric current. According to the theory,19,47 an
increase in the thickness of the polymer layer from zero to 10
nm does not affect significantly the heat transport while such an
increase in the width of the tunneling barrier for the electrons
would effectively eliminate the electrical transport.
In conclusion, we synthesized graphene−MLG nanocomposite polymer TIMs and demonstrated the extremely high TCE
factors at low filler loadings. The TIM testing has been
conducted in the industry-type settings ensuring that all other
TIM characteristics are in acceptable range for TIMs’ practical
applications. The TCE of 2300% at f = 10% loading is higher
than anything reported to-date. We explained the unusual
enhancement by (i) high intrinsic Ki of graphene and MLG, (ii)
low Kapitza resistance at the graphene/matrix interface; (iii)
geometrical shape of graphene/MLG flakes (α→0); (iv) high
flexibility if MLG (n < 5); and (v) optimum mix of graphene
and MGL with different thickness and lateral size. Additional
benefits of the graphene-based composites, which come at now
additional expense, are their low coefficient of thermal
expansion23 and increased mechanical strength.24,25 We have
also demonstrated a possibility of achieving K ∼ 14 W/mK in
the commercial thermal grease via addition of only f = 2% of
the optimized graphene−MLG nanocomposite mixture. The
graphene-based TIMs have thermal resistance RTIM reduced by
orders-of-magnitude and be can produced inexpensively on an
industrial scale, thus allowing for the first graphene application,
which consumes this material in large quantities.
Methods. Synthesis of the Graphene−MLG Nanocomposite Thermal Interface Materials. The graphene−
MLG nanocomposites were prepared by ultrasonication
(∼10−12 h) of natural graphite in aqueous solution of sodium
cholate. The solution was left for ∼1 h to settle followed by
removal of thick graphite flakes. The ultrasonicated solution
underwent sedimentation processing in a centrifuge. The
centrifugation was performed at 15 K-rpm for 5 min. After
centrifugation the top layer was decanted and dried in a vacuum
oven. It was again dispersed in water by the high-sheer mixing
followed by ultrasonication for ∼2 h. The solvent was dried at
60 °C in a vacuum oven leaving graphene and MLG consisting
of 1−10 stacked atomic monolayers. The epoxy resin
(diglycidyl ether of bisphenol F, EPON 862, Hexion) was
added to the suspension following an in-house developed
procedure (see Supporting Information). The curing agent
(diethyltoluenediamine, EPI-CURE) was added under continuous stirring in a ratio of epoxy to curing agent of 100:26 by
weight. The homogeneous mixture of epoxy and graphene−
MLG nanocomposite was loaded into a custom stainless steel
mold, heated, and degassed in vacuum for curing. The
composites were cured at 100 °C for 2 h and at 150 °C for
additional 2 h to complete the curing cycle. A large number of
samples were prepared with different graphene loadings varying
between 1 and 10% of volume fraction.
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